The Origins of Genetics
Objectnres

Mendel's Studies of Traits

• Identify the investigator

Many of your traits, including the color and shape of your eyes, the
texture of your hair, and even your height and weight, resemble
those of your parents. The passing of traits from parents to offspring
is called heredity. Humans have long been interested in heredity.
From the beginning of recorded history, we have attempted to alter
crop plants and domestic animals to give them traits that are more
useful to us. Before DNA and chromosomes were discovered, heredity was one of the greatest mysteries of science.

whose studies formed the
basis of modern genetics. Q. 3F

• List characteristics that make
the garden pea a good subject for genetic study. p so
TAKS 2
• Summarize the three major
steps of Gregor Mendel's
garden-pea experiments. Q 3F

• Relate the ratios that Mendel
observed in his crosses to
his data. Q_ 3F
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Figure 1

Gregor Mendel.

Mendel's experiments with
garden peas led to our
modern understanding of
heredity.

Mendel's Breeding Experiments
The scientific study of heredity began more than a century ago with
the work of an Austrian monk named Gregor Johann Mendel, shown
in Figure 1. Mendel carried out experiments in which he bred
different varieties of the garden pea Pisum sativum, shown in Figure 2
and in Table 1. British farmers had performed similar breeding
experiments more than 200 years earlier. But Mendel was the first to
develop rules that accurately predict patterns of heredity. The patterns that Mendel discovered form the basis of genetics, the branch
of biology that focuses on heredity.
Mendel's parents were peasants, so he learned much about agriculture. This knowledge became invaluable later in his life.
As a young man, Mendel studied theology and was ordained as a
priest. Three years after being ordained, he went to the University of
Vienna to study science and mathematics. There he learned how to
study science through experimentation and how to use mathematics
to explain natural phenomena.
Mendel later repeated the experiments of a British farmer, T. A. Knight.
Knight had crossed a variety of the garden pea that had purple flowers with a
variety that had white flowers. (The
term cross refers to the mating or
breeding of two individuals.) All of the
offspring of Knight's crosses had purple flowers. However, when two of the
purple-flowered offspring were crossed,
their offspring showed both white and
purple flowers. The white trait had
reappeared in the second generation!
Mendel's experiments differed from
Knight's because Mendel counted the
number of each kind of offspring and
analyzed the data.

in.

R Figure 2 Pollen transfer
in Mendel's experiments

To cross-pollinate flowers of
different colors, Mendel first
removed the stamens—the
pollen-producing structures—
from one flower.
Mendel transferred pollen from
a second flower to the pistil of
the original flower.

Useful Features in Peas
The garden pea is a good subject for studying heredity for several
reasons:
1. Several traits of the garden pea exist in two clearly different
forms. For example, the flower color is either purple or white—
there are no intermediate forms. Table 1 shows the seven traits
that Mendel chose to study.
The
male and female reproductive parts of garden peas are
2.
enclosed within the same flower. You can control mating by
allowing a flower to fertilize itself (self-fertilization), or you can
transfer the pollen to another flower on a different plant (crosspollination). To cross-pollinate two pea plants, Mendel removed
the stamens (the male reproductive organs that produce pollen)
from the flower of one plant. As shown in Figure 2, he then
dusted the pistil (the female reproductive organ that produces
eggs) of that plant with pollen from a different pea plant.
The
garden pea is small, grows easily, matures quickly, and pro3.
duces many offspring. Thus, results can_be obtained quickly, and
there are plenty of subjects to count.

Table i The Seven Traits Mendel Studied and Their Contrasting Forms
Flower
color

Seed
color

Seed
shape

Pod
color

Pod
shape

Flower
position

Plant
height

Traits Expressed as Simple Ratios

Mendel's Results

Mendel's initial experiments were monohybrid crosses. A
monohybrid cross is a cross that involves one pair of contrasting
traits. For example, crossing a plant with purple flowers and a plant
with white flowers is a monohybrid cross. Mendel carried out his
experiments in three steps,'as summarized in Figure 3.

Each of Mendel's FI plants showed only one form of the trait. _The
contrasting form of the trait had disappeared! But when the FI generation was allowed to self-pollinate, the missing trait reappeared in
some of the plants in the F2 generation. When Mendel crossed purple
flowers with white flowers, all of the offspring in the F, generation
had purple flowers. In the F2 generation, 705 plants had purple flowers and 224 plants had white flowers—a ratio of 705 to 224.
A ratio is a comparison of two numbers and can be written as a
fraction (T24) or with a colon (705:224). You can see patterns more
easily in data if you reduce a ratio to its simplest form. To do this,
divide each term by the smaller of the two terms. This reduces
705:224 to 3.15, which is then rounded to 3:1.
cos 124 _
3.15 (or about 3)

Step

0 Mendel allowed each variety of garden pea to self-pollinate

for several generations. This ensured that each variety was
true-breeding for a particular trait; that is, all the offspring
would display only one form of the trait. For example, a
true-breeding purple-flowering plant should produce only
plants with purple flowers in subsequent generations.
These true-breeding plants served as the parental generation in Mendel's experiments. The parental generation, or
P generation, are the first two individuals that are crossed
in a breeding experiment.

WORD origins

Step

• The word filial is from the
Latin filialls, meaning "of a
son or daughter." Thus F

(filial) generations are all
those generations that

follow a P (parental)
generation.

© Mendel then cross-pollinated two P generation plants that
had contrasting forms of a trait, such as purple flowers
and white flowers. Mendel called the offspring of the P
generation the first filial generation, or F, generation. He
then examined each Ft plant and recorded the number of
F, plants expressing each trait.

Step © Finally, Mendel allowed the Ft generation to self-pollinate.
He called the offspring of the F, generation plants the second filial generation, or F2 generation. Again, each F2 plant
was characterized and counted.

Self-pollination

Calculating Mendel's Ratios 0 2C 6D
TAKS 1, TAKS 2

Background

You can calculate the ratios Mendel obtained in the F2
generation for the traits he studied. First copy the partially

completed table below on a separate piece of paper.
Analysis

® Producing an

FZ generation

Contrasting traits

F2 generation results

1. Calculate the ratio for each
contrasting trait. Use colon form.

Flower color

2. State the ratio for each con-

Seed color

6,022 yellow

2,001 green

Seed shape

5,474 round

1,850 wrinkled

Pod color

428 green

152 yellow

Pod shape

882 round

299 constricted

3. Critical Thinking
Interpreting Results Do the

Mendel studied traits in three generations of plants.
a true-breeding
0Producing
P generation

I

trasting trait in words and as
a fraction.

Three Steps of Mendel's Experiments
© Producing an
F, generation

224 — 224 —

For each of the seven traits Mendel studied, he found the same 3:1
ratio of plants expressing the contrasting traits in the F2 generation.

705 purple

224 white

data confirm a 3:1 ratio in the

Flower position

651 axial

207 top

F2 generation for each of the
traits he studied?

Plant height

787 tall

277 dwarf

Ratio
3.15:1

r
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Section 1 Review

s
P generation

Self-pollination

Cross-pollination
~t)

Describe the contribution of Mendel to the
foundation of modern genetics.
3F

0

Describe why garden-pea plants are good
subjects for genetic experiments. Q. 6D 13A
Self-pollination

Critical Thinking Evaluating Outcomes What
differences would be expected in experiments with
squash plants, which usually do not self-pollinate?
© TAUS Test Prep ' When two true-breeding pea

plants that show contrasting forms of a trait are
P generation

F, generation
All purple

F2 generation
705 purple: 224 white

Summarize the design of Mendel's pea-plant
studies. 0 3F
'
State the ratio Mendel obtained in each F2
generation for each of the traits he studied. 0 3F

crossed, all of the offspring show 0 6D 13A
A both forms of
the trait.
B one form of the trait.

C one-fourth of

each trait.
D a different trait.

